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ON UNIVALENTFUNCHONS CONVEXIN ONE DIRECGON
A. W. GOODMANAND E. B. SAFF2
+ I akzk be analytic and univalentin the unit
disk E: IzI< 1 and map the disk onto a domain which is convex in the
directionof theimaginaryaxis.Weshow by examplethatfor V/ -1 < r <
1, the functionf(z) need not map the disk IzI< r onto a domainconvexin
the direction of the imaginaryaxis. We also find the largest domain
containedin f(E) for every normalizedf(z) that maps E onto a domain
convex in the directionof the imaginaryaxis.
ABSTRACT. Let f(z) = z

1. Introduction.A domain 6D is said to be convex in the directionof the
imaginaryaxis if for everyverticalline P, the set 15n 6D is eitherP, an open
interval,or the empty set. Any domain that is convex in one directioncan be
rotatedso that it is convex in the directionof the imaginaryaxis. We let CD
denote the set of normalizedfunctions
00

f(z) = z

+ E akz

(1)

2

that are regularand univalentin E: Izi
I 1 and for whichf(E) is a domain
that is convex in the directionof the imaginaryaxis. A representationformula
for a certain subclass of functions in CD was given by Robertson in [3].
RecentlyRoysterand Ziegler[4],using the resultsof Hengartnerand Schober
[1], showed that Robertson'srepresentationformuladoes in fact apply to the
whole class CD.
If f(z) belongsto some set IF of functionsdefinedby a geometricproperty,
it often occurs that the functionf(rz)/r is in the same set IF for every r in
(0, 1). This is certainlytrue for convex functions,starlikefunctions,typically
real functions,and many other sets. Thus it was a surprise,when Hengartner
and Schober[2] provedthat the set CD does not have this property.If 6Dis a
domain that is convex in the directionof the imaginaryaxis, it may happen
that the domainsboundedby the level curvesdo not sharethis property.
Let RcD be the radius of convexity in the direction of the imaginary axis for
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the set CD. Thus RCDis the largestp with the propertythatf(rz)/r E CD for
everyf(z) E CD and every r in (0, p). Hengartnerand Schoberproved that
RcD < 1, but their method was qualitative and they gave no numerical
0.4142. Since
bounds. Here we prove by an example that RcD < \2-1 any convex functionis convex in every direction,and the radiusof convexity
- 0.2679, this gives a trivial
for the set S of univalentfunctions is 2 It seems reasonable to
lower bound. Thus 2 < RCD< X-1.
conjecturethat RcD = W -1.
2. The examplefunction.Let
Fz)

=Z

A=

-Az2

(1 - Bz)

e2ia

cos a, B = eia

(2)

and a is real. For convenience we impose the additional restrictionthat
O < a < T.
LEMMA1. For each fixed a, 0 < a < vr,the function F(z) is in CD. Further
F(E) is the set obtained by deleting from the complex plane the points on the
vertical half-line that starts at the point
=

e3'

a +(sin

= _cos

a

22
and extends upwardto -(cos

1

4smna

=

e -2i(a

-3/4)

4 sin a

(3

a)/2 + ioo.

[1 + (B - 2A)z]/(1 - Bz)3, the only critical point is
the simple one at zo = e -3ia and an e4sy computation-gives F(zo) = so. For
the boundaryof E we find that
PROOF.Since F'(z) =

F(e'o)

sin a + sin(a + 9)cos a

Cosa

22(l1-cos(a

+90))

.(4

Hence the boundary goes into a subset of the vertical line Re w =
- (cos a)/2. The existenceof a simple criticalpoint at zo = e -3ia shows that
the subset is a doubly coveredhalf-line,and the directionis establishedby a
considerationof F(e ') when 9 is near - a. The argumentprincipleshows
that F(z) is univalentin E. Hence F(z) E CD.
We now examinethe behaviourof Re F(z) on the circle Izi= r. Setting
U'(r, 9) -=

'

Re= =[izF'(z)

Im[zF'(z)

(5)

we see that if U'(r, 9) has four changesof sign in the interval[0, 27T)then for
fixed r, F(rz)/r is not in CD.

Since we are concernedwith the shape of the level curvesof F(z) we may
replace F(z) by G(z) -F(e-iaz). A moderatecomputationgives, for z=
rei,
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Re G(re)

a-S

= Im{(e-iz

= r(

-

II-

eia2)(

-

Im[zG'(z)]

z)

-

+ r2)sin(9

r2)[(

z16

185

-

a) + r(3 sin a

-

sin(20 + a))].

(6)

From equation (6) it follows that the numberof changes of sign of U'(r, 9)
on the circle IzI= r is equal to the numberof changesof sign of
+ r2)sin(9

Q (9)=(1

a) + r[3 sina - sin(20 + a)].

-

(7)

3. An upper bound for RCD.In this section we show that for each r
> VI -1, thereis an a such that Q (9) has 4 changesof sign for 9 in [0, 27).
We recall that 0 < a < v. Hence Q(0) = -(1 - r)2 sin a < 0 for all r < 1.
FurtherQ (v) = (1 + r)2 sin a > 0. Next
Q(3v/2) = -(1 + r2)cos a + 4r sin a,
and so Q (3'Z/2) < 0 whenever

(8)

tan a < (1 + r2)/4r,

(9)

and 0 < a < v/2. We will see that for each fixed r > \/- -1, we can select
an e, 0 < e < 'T/2, and an a < 7T/4 such that (9) is true and Q(3v/2 + e)>
0. Then Q (9) will have 4 changesof sign for 9 in [0, 2v). First
Q (3v7/2
(/

h(Q)

+

E)

r2

_-1+

r cos a

r

(cos e + tan a sin e)

+ 3 tanca + sin2e + tanca cos2e.

(10)

We expandh(e) in a Taylor seriesabout e = 0 and obtain
h(6)

=

--

h(0) + h'(0)e + h"(0)e2/2 + Me3
+ Xe + 8e2/2 + Me3,

(11)

where
a

1+ r2
-4tana,
r

X=2-

+r2
1+

and M = M(r, a) is a boundedtermfor 0 < a <
Notice that (12) implies
X=

I+ r2
8
+T 1

where

-2-

'Z/4

(12)

tanca,

and W-1

S r < 1.

22
2
(1 + r2)
/4r2.

(13)

Suppose now that r is fixed and 1 > r > W -1. With this r we have
> 0. In orderfor inequality(9) to hold we will only consideranglesa such
that 8 > 0. As r > W -1, the inequality

T

a <2V< - 4tan a
in particularimplies that 0 < a < </4. Next we show that by choosing
0< 8= 1 + r2/r -4tan
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8

> 0 sufficientlysmall (i.e., by properselectionof a) we have h(eo) > 0, for

E o =28/T (O <

Eo

< v/2). Indeed(11) and (13) yield

h
-Fo

e3+(

I

tr2

+ TI-r

e3

4

+

-J

-+-+M
eO2 2eo

M,
(14)
4
and since T > 0, we obtain h (Eo)/E 3> T3/882 + M. Clearly as 8 -) 0+, the
right side of this last inequality goes to + oo. Hence h(eO)> 0 for 8 > 0
-+

-

-W+

'+

832

16r )O

482

sufficiently small. But from (10) this means that for suitable a the
trigonometricpolynomial Q(O) has 4 changes of sign on [0, 2v). We have
provedthat RCD V -1.
4. The domaincoveredby f(E). Suppose that f(z) E CD and omits the
point a + bi. Then it must omit every point on one of the two vertical
half-lines a + (b + s)i, with s > 0 or s < 0. In the latter case we consider
f(Z-) in place of f(z). Thus we may assume thatf(z) omits the verticalline
a + (B + s)i, s > 0, where B = b or -b and a + Bi is the endpoint of the
omittedhalf-line.If a = 0, then we must have B > 0.

Let G(w) be the inverseof F(z) defined by (2). It is intuitivelyclear that
we can select t > 0 and a such that the compositefunctionB(z) G(tf(z))
satisfiesthe conditionsof Schwarz'slemma.
To prove this assertionwe must find t and a so that the endpointscoincide
for the omittedrays of tf(z) and F(z). From equation(3)

( sina

s[

I

]

3

(

so that as a runs throughthe open interval(0, 'i) the angle 4 runsthroughthe
open interval(- <T2, 3<T12)in the reverseorder.The endpoints4 = - s/2
or 3<TI2correspondto the case a = 0, B < 0 and this case cannot occur.
Thus we can alwaysfind a so that arg xo = arg(a + Bi) and then we can find
a t > Oso that so = t(a + Bi).
Once this selection is made, then B(z) = G(tf(z)) satisfies the conditions
= t, we see that t < 1 and
of Schwarz'slemma. Since B'(O)= G'(O)tf'(O)
Thus a + Bi must lie outside the domain
t = 1 if and only if f(z) -F(z).
boundedby the curve describedby so. Settingp = Isol,we have from (3)
P

1
4 sin a

_1

4

sin(3</4--/2)

(16)

Thus (16) gives the equationin polar coordinatesof the curvedescribedby so.
A simple argumentshows that equation (16) gives the boundary of the
covered domain 6J) if the omittedpoint is in the upperhalf-plane,but if the
omitted point is in the lower half-planewe must replace F(z) by F(z-). We
have proved
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FUNCTIONS
CONVEX
IN ONEDIRECTION
ONUNIVALENT

THEOREM
1. Let 6J) be the largestdomaincontainedinf (E) for everyfunction
f in thefamily CD. Then6'Dis boundedin the upperhalf-planeby the curve(16)
for 0 < 0 < T, and 6'Dis boundedin the lowerhalf-planeby the reflectionof
this curvein the real axis.
ADDEDIN PROOF.
After this paperwas acceptedfor publication,we learned
that Theorem 1 was provedearlierby M. 0. Reade and E. J. Zlotkiewicz[On
univalentfunctionswith two preassignedvalues, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 30
(1971), 539-554]. However, our proof is simpler than theirs. They describe the
domain that is always covered, by the inequality 81wl(lwl+ TImwl) < 1.
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